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The field interviews

- 8 professionals; 
- 6 children in foster care;
- 4 biological parents (all consensual);
- 7 foster families;
- 2 presidents of foster family associations.
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� Legislation
Good. Regolation of other forms of foster like daily or sine die (over 2 
years, without determined time) are required. The economic support is
up to the municipalities and this can be a problem.

� Foster versus adoption
Pay attention to confusion. They are very different. What often happens 
is that a sine die is decided, especially for pre adolescents and 
adolescents, because cutting the roots with biological families is at that 
age not good. For very young children with very difficult situations 
special foster families (that are also available for adopting) are selected 
so as to avoid, in case, a double separation for the child. For a baby 
bonding is faster and 2 years are a very long time.

� Planning and evaluation
The main problem regards the correct use of the planning tools (the 
frame and the individual care plan). They might be written down, but 
seldom children and biological families are really involved. Monitoring 
of foster does not have objective criteria, whereas the support and 
monitoring of the recovery of parental skills are underdeveloped. 

The point of view of professionals/1
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� Relation with the tribunal
Waiting time for decisions by the tribunal is too long.

� Age of the child
For children under 10 foster in families is better than other forms of 
protection. It is more difficult to find families available and able to foster 
pre ado and adolescents. With babies the problem is to be able to 
detach. Special training for these two targets is a suggestion. 

� Intra versus hetero familiar foster 
It is likely that inside the family, especially with grand parents there are 
problems.  Resources of the family have to be evaluated even in more 
critical terms than for normal foster families, but if there are resources 
they have to be used (better uncles, cousins..).

� Foreign children
Foster of this target is increasing. There are diverse opinions about homo 
versus hetero cultural foster and experiences on the field point in 
different directions. 

The point of view of professionals/2
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� Professional foster
Opinions are diverse. Many doubts about making business instead of vocation. 
However, some suggest that for special needs it would be useful to have paid
special foster families.

� Associations
All professionals underline the importance of voluntary work and foster family 
associations. Some promoted the birth of associations. Relevant self-help work. 

� Objective
All professionals underline the temporariness of foster, with the objective of 
recovery of at least some parental skills and family reunification. New forms of 
care are spreading (daily, home care) in order to support biological families. 

� Good practices
Difficult cases or new born babies are given to expert foster families.
Support (tutorship and house) for ex foster children, who became 18 is delivered. 
The possibility of adoption by the same family in cases of “foster at judicial risk” is 
taken into account. 

The point of view of professionals/3
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• In general, foster has been a positive experience, a period of respite 
and rest. Youngsters who lived also in residential structures have a 
particularly good opinion, because in foster there is more attention 
and contact with reality. 

• Great attention has to be paid to the selection of foster families. 
They need experience (having had their own children). 

• Adoption after foster is a delicate subject. There is not a general rule. 

• Support from services is generally positive, one case of daily foster 
and one case of foster within the same neighbourhood in particular.

• In general, good relationships with foster families, after some 
difficulties in the beginning. Contacts after the end of foster are 
often kept. 

The point of view of biological families and 
children/1
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Main problems

• Little acquaintance with the foster family before starting.
• Lack of practical support to biological family, like for finding a job or a 

house.
• Lack of psychological support to the child and to the biological

parent.
• Nobody received a copy of the foster plan.
• General lack of information to the child regarding the foster plan and 

timing. 
• General lack of involvement of the child in the decisions regarding 

his/her plan and movements from one family to the next, as well as 
separation from biological sister, particularly traumatic.

• Ignorance about foster in the community. 

The point of view of biological families and 
children/2
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Characteristics of the foster parents

� They all have more than one biological child. 
� They are mostly religious. 
� Their main drive is helping other families and children in difficulty. 
� Some first thought about adoption and then were addressed to foster by 

professionals. 
� Some come from other voluntary work experiences, like daily support to 

children. 
� They all took the training and are satisfied with it, mainly consisting in 8 group 

classes and some individual meetings.
� The majority is involved in foster family associations. 

The point of view of foster families/1
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Focal points
� It is necessary to involve all members of the family, especially the natural 

children. The relationship between foster and natural children is a key for 
success. 

� The age of the fostered child is relevant for families to accept: some feel 
confident with small children, some with older ones, according to the 
experiences of their own natural family. Adolescents are more difficult to foster. 

� They confirm that relationships with fostered children are generally kept after 
the end of the period.

� They confirm that relationships with biological families are generally good. 
� The support of the local community, in small cities, is fundamental for the 

success of the experience. 

� Little discrimination towards fostered children is stressed.
� The importance of foster family associations is stressed, especially considering 

that services are overloaded and not always available for help. 

� Professional foster is risky for losing its vocational aspect. However, it can be 
taken into consideration if monitoring of foster is reinforced. 

� No confusion between foster and adoption has to be made, but in some cases 
adoption by foster parents could be taken into account (babies for example). 

The point of view of foster families/2
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Main drawbacks

� Little monetary help, which did not represent a problem for most because 
they are not poor.

� Partial information given by the services to foster parents, also on important 
issues such as the health of the child. 

� The support of services needs to be actively searched: they do not come to 
you. 

� No individual plan has been given to foster families, nor signed. 
� Lack of transparency related to the plan and the involvement of foster 

parents in decisions, something which creates anxiety and precariousness. 
� Confirm the impression of a poor support to families of origin.
� Long time for tribunal decisions.
� Lack of culture of foster in school.  

The point of view of foster families/3
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- The role is recognised by both professionals and foster families
and it is deemed fundamental.

- Associations support families and promote the culture of foster.

- Some do also lobbying on public institutions. 

The role of associations
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- Foster is good for children, but there are problems with pre -
adolescents and adolescents (the same age group for which 
adoption is critical).

- Detachment, especially with babies, is difficult.  
- The involvement of children and biological families in decisions

is formal, or absent, and the written plans are not shared.
- The information regarding the child given to foster parents can 

be partial. 
- The support provided to biological families is poor. 
- The link between foster and adoption is not clear cut. 
- There is ignorance about foster in the community and less 

candidates than needed. 
- The financial support is insufficient. 

General conclusions


